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Introduc*on  
  

In the past 50 years technology has been developing at a rapid rate. We have managed to go from 

only the highest-ranked laboratories having computers, to now, many individuals requiring computers for 

their day-to-day jobs. Despite technological advancements in the past half century, crime has also adapted 

to the growing demand for technology, and everyday crime has gone from robbing banks to cyber-a+acks 

and hacking banking accounts. With such crime causing much larger impacts, it is important that we are 

able to take steps as a society to adapt to technological crime, to prevent large infrastructure from being 

affected. Specifically with the increase in global conflict, and terrorist a+acks it is especially important that 

we are able to protect our infrastructures from those wishing to destroy them.  

A cyber-a+ack is defined as “an inten:onal effort to steal, expose, alter, disable, or destroy data, 

applica:ons or other assets through unauthorized access to a network, computer system or digital device” 

("What Is a cyber-a+ack?"). The first famous instance of cybercrime occurred in 1976 when Kevin Mitnick 

hacked into The Ark and made copies of confiden:al documents (Chadd). He was later arrested, however 

this instance of cybercrime called for increased computer security. The first computer was made in 1943, 

however computer security was only first thought about in the 1970s (Chadd). Ader several instances of 

hacking and the first accounts of cybercrime in the 1970s, engineers and experts in computer science 

focused on improving the security of computers, and for over 20 years they were successful (Chadd). Expert 

scien:sts however could not have protected the world from the 1990s, when the majority of the world 

went online. This meant that the majority of large and successful companies began to use computer 

sodware to speed up their processes and to allow tedious and repe::ve tasks to be digi:zed. This however 

brought along with it, a large increase in cybercrime. With the majority of the world being digital, 

cybercriminals had opportuni:es to break into the majority of companies through their sodware (Chadd). 

Cybercrime has con:nued to this day, with a large uprising from 2020 onwards when the majority of jobs 

and companies had to go digital due to the Covid-19 pandemic (Chadd). Now there are more cyber-a+acks 
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than ever before, so protec:ng companies and infrastructure is crucial to preserve society as we know it. 

This Research Report will focus on the issue of cyber-a+acks specifically, those caused by terrorists on 

cri:cal infrastructure. This Report will also offer some solu:ons on this topic and background informa:on 

on the issue of preven:ng these terrorist cyber-a+acks.  

  

Defini*on of Key Terms  
  

An/virus  

  A type of program that is designed to find and remove viruses that have infected a piece of 

technology (Dube)  

  

Computer Network  

Two or more computers that are connected with one another to communicate data with each other 

("Computer Network")  

  

Computer Virus  

A type of sodware that aims to spread between computers and technology to cause damage to data 

and sodware ("What Are Computers")  

  

Crime  

  An ac:vity that one commits which does not abide by the laws of the region/country they 

commi+ed the ac:on in ("Crime")  

  

cyber-a=ack  

  An inten:onal effort to steal, expose, alter, disable, or destroy data, applica:ons or other assets 

through unauthorized access to a network, computer system or digital device ("What Is a cyber-a+ack?")  

  

Digitaliza/on   the process of conver:ng a region, city, or country into using technology for the 

majority of processes ("Digitaliza:on")  

  

Infrastructure  

  A basic physical structure in either a business or a region which is oden associated with the 

produc:on of goods and services (Boyle)  
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IT (Informa/on Technology)  

The use of computers, and other electronic devices to send and store informa:on (also oden 

associated with a specific group of people who have knowledge/ac:vely do this) ("Informa:on Technology")  

  

OT (Opera/onal Technology)  

The hard/sodware that directly monitors and controls digital devices and infrastructure within a 

designated region ("How Do OT and IT Differ?")  

  

Security  

The protec:on of infrastructure or an organiza:on (in this case) against threats such as criminal  

a+acks or a+acks by terrorists ("Security")  

  

SoIware  

  A set of instruc:ons, or programs that a computer abides by allowing it to fulfill its func:ons and 

execute specific tasks (Rosencrance)  

  

Terrorism  

The calculated use of violence crea:ng a general fear in a popula:on to achieve a par:cular poli:cal 

objec:ve ("Terrorism")  

  

General Overview  

  

On a global scale, cyber-a+acks affect millions of people, for various reasons, and it is therefore 

cri:cal that member na:ons understand how and why they are so impachul. Not only do cyber-a+acks 

affect ci:zens, but also cri:cal infrastructures, whose damage oden costs a lot of money to restore. These 

cri:cal infrastructures are named ‘cri:cal’ as they have a large impact on na:ons. Their damage impacts 

many ci:zens of a na:on. Therefore, na:ons have worked :relessly in the past to prevent cyber-a+acks on 

cri:cal infrastructure and while some have been successful, others have not. Through the digitaliza:on of 

the world, terrorists have resorted to technology to a+ack na:ons. For this reason, it is cri:cal that we act 

now, in order to establish cyber security that can protect member na:ons for years to come, and create 

programs that can prevent terrorist cyber-a+acks. There are however some obstacles to this, which is why 

some na:ons have not been successful in a+aining this goal. These include; reasons for terrorist cybera+ack 

occurrence, method of this occurrence, and consequences of these a+acks. In order to understand the topic 

at hand it is primarily crucial to understand the reason why terrorist cyber-a+acks occur;  
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Reasons for terrorist cyber-a=ack occurrence  

In the day-to-day, cyber-a+ackers a+ack ci:zens to gain something, such as blackmail, finances, or 

leverage on specific people. However, terrorist cyber-a+acks are different in this regard, as they are not 

caused by someone’s want for financial gain, but rather a desire for chaos and fear amongst the ci:zens of a 

na:on. One can not see terrorist cyber-a+acks coming, as just like physical terrorist a+acks, they are 

unpredictable, which is part of the reason why they are so difficult to prevent. With cyber-a+acks, terrorists 

can cause much more destruc:on than physical a+acks, which is why they nowadays, oden resort to 

technology to evoke fear (Bergen). The reason behind them wan:ng to evoke this fear is due to their dislike 

or disagreement with policies, religions, ac:ons of a na:on, or ac:ons of a specific poli:cian (Bergen). They 

believe that therefore, a+acking this na:on's cri:cal infrastructure is a means of “genng back” at the na:on 

for whatever their wrong ac:ons were (Bergen). It is important to note that mo:va:ons for terrorist a+acks 

vary based on the person comminng them, but they can be grouped into the sec:ons men:oned 

previously. Oden:mes, those who commit acts of terrorism, whether they be with technology or physically, 

are in a state of their life where they believe they are powerless but want to act on problems they see in the 

world (Bergen). They resort to violence to do this, meaning that while they may create fear, the a+acks they 

commit never really change the policies or other things they originally wanted to change. Furthermore, 

some terrorists have mental health issues, which causes them to want to commit acts of violence (Bergen). 

Lastly, in terms of terrorism, it is important to understand that terrorist a+acks are methodologically 

planned out, to create the maximum amount of fear possible.  

Cyber-a+acks are different from physical terrorist a+acks, in that they are much more powerful. A 

single cyber-terrorist a+ack can destroy a whole infrastructure, which is not like physical terrorist a+acks. 

One should also however consider that terrorist cyber-a+acks are much harder to carry out. A terrorist 

cyber-a+ack has the same purposes as a physical terrorist a+ack does, however it uses computers, 

networks, and technology to commit the a+ack. There are many mo:va:ons for terrorist cyber-a+acks, 

however most mo:va:ons are either poli:cal, religious, or caused by differing beliefs. The main objec:ve of 

terrorist cyber-a+acks is to harm cri:cal infrastructure to a point where the technology in them completely 

breaks down and causes chaos and long-term harm. It should be noted that cyber-a+acks not only harm 

technology, they also cause injuries or casual:es to those working in or simply in the cri:cal infrastructures. 

For example, if a hospital’s technology were to be a+acked, many would perish as a result of the necessity 

for technology in hospitals. Cyberterrorists oden a+ack infrastructures such as hospitals or other crucial 

infrastructures like banks, and governmental buildings. It is important to realize that while terrorist cyber-

a+acks may be carried out by an individual, they may also be carried out by governments. In the case of 

governments carrying out these a+acks, the mo:va:ons are oden poli:cal, in order to harm the other 
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na:on. Governmental cyber-a+acks however occur much less oden, but are also much more extreme and 

have much larger consequences.   

  

Method of terrorist cyber-a=ack occurrence  

While there are many ways of carrying out a cyber-a+ack, only the main 4 methods will be 

discussed below. These 4 methods include; Advanced persistent threat (ATP) a+acks, Malware, Denial of 

Service (DoS) a+acks, and Hacking to find important/classified informa:on (Gülen). All 4 of these methods 

may be used to a+ack cri:cal infrastructures, however, Malware and DoS a+acks are used most frequently 

(Gülen). Malware works based on computer worms and viruses, which once they enter a network of 

computers, they specifically target IT control systems (Gülen). Once the virus/computer worm a+acks the IT 

control systems, then the whole network breaks down, and no longer func:ons for a certain amount of :me 

depending on how well the virus/computer worm was able to get through the network’s cyber security 

systems (Gülen). Malware a+acks are most oden employed when a+acking either transporta:on networks, 

power systems, or cri:cal infrastructure (Gülen). The 2nd most common type of terrorist cybera+ack are 

DoS a+acks. These a+acks mainly target governments and vital infrastructure (Gülen). They work based on 

preven:ng authorized users from accessing specific technology such as computer networks, devices, or 

cri:cal systems (Gülen). In this sense, the a+acker can do whatever they want with the network in the place 

being a+acked. This type of a+ack has the poten:al to harm most people, as cri:cal processes in 

infrastructures can be stopped, meaning that whole systems break down and therefore the whole 

infrastructure can begin to malfunc:on (Gülen). Therefore, these a+acks can be considered the most 

dangerous of all 4 that are being men:oned (Gülen). Advanced persistent threat a+acks are also very 

dangerous, as they are persistent a+acks on a network of technology (Gülen). APT a+acks use specific 

techniques to enter networks (Gülen). Once inside, a+ackers steal data from the network about specific 

people, or systems, without being discovered (Gülen). The main problem with APT a+acks is that it is very 

difficult to find the person/people who carried them out (Gülen). For this reason, the a+acker can persist in 

stealing more informa:on without any change to the network, so they are prac:cally undetectable (Gülen).  

APT a+acks mainly target governments and military systems due to their anonymous a+acking nature. 

Lastly, hacking, the most known type of terrorist cyber-a+ack (Gülen). While it is widely known, this type of 

a+ack is not as effec:ve in gaining informa:on and causing harm as the others previously men:oned. The 

main objec:ve of hacking is to gain important governmental, or organiza:onal informa:on (Gülen). 

However, due to its ‘popularity’, there are many systems in place to prevent hacking from occurring (Gülen). 

For this reason, hacking is not as likely to occur, and is also as dangerous as the other types of a+acks.   
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Consequences of terrorist cyber-a=ack occurrence  

As was discussed previously, terrorist cyber-a+acks are oden chosen for their ability to create a 

large sense of fear in a certain popula:on. It can therefore be inferred that terrorist cyber-a+acks have 

many consequences, ul:mately causing fear in ci:zens and governments. The specific consequences of 

terrorist cyber-a+acks on cri:cal infrastructures are as follows; physical/digital, economic, psychological, 

reputa:onal, and social ("Researchers iden:fy"). Each of these categories encompasses the consequences 

of a terrorist cyber-a+ack on cri:cal infrastructure. Beginning with physical/digital consequences, when a 

network is a+acked the likelihood of it returning to its original state, especially with large security breaches 

("Researchers iden:fy"). The damage to the infrastructure is irreversible and oden:mes causes deaths as 

well as injuries ("Researchers iden:fy"). Economic consequences include reduced profits for governments in 

an area that the cri:cal infrastructure aided in, a fall in stock price, and large amounts of money used by the 

government to restore the infrastructures ("Researchers iden:fy"). These economic consequences cause 

further social impacts such as; disrup:on of ci:zens’ daily lives, and nega:ve percep:ons of technology 

within the popula:on ("Researchers iden:fy"). Reputa:onal impacts also have large effects, especially when 

informa:on is released on poli:cians or leaders of a na:on ("Researchers iden:fy"). This can cause a long-

term change in government, a damaged trust of the people in the government, or a decreased trust in other 

na:ons of the government/na:on which was a+acked ("Researchers iden:fy"). Lastly, the psychological 

impacts also impact people, just like the social impacts. Psychological consequences of terrorist cyber-

a+acks include individuals feeling powerless or depressed, and an increase in fear of the people which can 

in some cases cause mass hysteria ("Researchers iden:fy"). All of these consequences have large impacts on 

na:ons experiencing them, and can even have long-term effects on na:ons’ rela:ons. Especially due to the 

increasing number of terrorist cyber-a+acks, it is cri:cal that we are able to work towards preven:ng them 

and crea:ng a more secure cyber world for all na:ons (Gülen).  

  

Timeline of Key Events  

  
The :meline below shows the most relevant events and their dates in rela:on to the issue at hand.  

It covers the whole :meline of cyber-a+acks.  

Date          Event  

1943          The first all-digital computer is created for MIT  

1946          The first computer network is created by Bell Laboratories  

1970s         Expert scien:sts start thinking of crea:ng computer “security”  

1971          Bob Thomas creates the “Creeper”, the first virus sodware  
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1976          The first famous cyber-a+ack where Kevin Mitnick hacks the “Ark” 
1982          CIA a+acks the Siberian Pipeline, the first worldwide cyber-a+ack  

1987          The first computer an:virus is created by three Czechoslovaks  

1990s         The world for the first :me goes digital due to increased access             

           to personal computers  

1996          Organized crime units start to resort to technology for stealing                   

          governmental and personal informa:on  

2003           Crime organiza:ons start largely funding professional cyber-a+acks 

2020          The global pandemic and digitaliza:on causes a rise   

in cyber-a+acks that have con:nued to the present  

2021           Due to increase in cyber-a+acks, cybersecurity start to massively grow  

2021          The Colonial Pipeline, cri:cal US infrastructure is hacked by terrorists 

November 2023      Chinese hackers a+ack Japan’s space opera:ons   

(most recent terrorist cyber-a+ack as of December 2023)  

  

Major Par*es Involved  

  
Denmark  

In terms of security and preven:ng terrorist cyber-a+acks, Denmark is the leading na:on in the 

world. This achievement can be acclaimed for its high level of digital development, and its rela:vely low 

number of cyber-a+acks on governmental infrastructure (Maddison). Ader a large cyber-a+ack in 2016 

which caused much of the Danish government to resign due to blackmail caused by the group behind the 

a+ack (Venkina). They gained a lot of informa:on on the Danish military (Venkina). Since then Denmark has 

worked towards becoming more secure in its informa:on and networks, and over :me has led it to be the 

most cyber-secure country in the world (Venkina). The methods they use are quite different from those of 

the US and other cyber-secure na:ons. Denmark harnessed educa:on to spread knowledge about cyber 

security to all of its ci:zens (Venkina). Furthermore, it defined its cri:cal infrastructures allowing workers 

there to be fully prepared for emergency situa:ons (Venkina). Such methods, if used worldwide, could allow 

all na:ons to improve their cyber security, and work towards minimizing the number of terrorist cyber-

a+acks on governmental ins:tu:ons. For this reason, Denmark should be taken as a model for cyber 

security, and should be consulted with to create resolu:ons on the topic at hand.   
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People’s Republic of China (China)  

As the second most powerful na:on in the world in technology, ader the USA, China is the most 

powerful in cyber surveillance as well as cyber power specifically in commerce. China is not any less 

experienced in rela:on to technology than the USA, however, due to the low number of cyber-a+acks on 

them, they are not as knowledgeable on cyber security. China has largely grown its “cyber exper:se through 

research and development, and public-private partnerships” ("Top 10 Most"). Due to the majority of cyber 

security companies, or technological companies being privately owned, establishing governmental and 

private company partnerships is one of the reasons China is able to be so successful in the area of 

technology as well as cyber. Another reason for its success is the funding it puts into research and 

development of cyber programs and networks ("Top 10 Most"). For these reasons, China can be thought of 

as one of the leading powers of cyber. Despite them not having much knowledge about cyber security, they 

are very knowledgeable about cyber in general and technology.  

  

Russian Federa/on (Russia)  

Along with China and the USA, Russia was, for a long :me, perceived to be one of the leaders in 

technology. While the Russian Federa:on has a large amount of varying technology and informa:on when it 

comes to cyber-a+acks and security, there have been allega:ons in the past cri:cizing the na:on’s use of 

the informa:on it has, following the beginning of the Russo-Ukrainian war on the 24th of February 2022. In 

the past, the Russian Federa:on had been accused of misusing informa:on regarding technology, however, 

the na:on s:ll has a large amount of knowledge about technology, cyber, and cybersecurity. The Russian 

Federa:on is currently one of the most cyber secure countries in Asia. The Russian Federa:on mainly uses 

its cybersecurity strategies by itself, however if they were to cooperate with other na:ons, their 

cybersecurity measures and tac:cs would be highly helpful to other na:ons. Therefore, Russia should be 

considered as an example of how cybersecurity can be used to effec:vely protect a na:on.  

  

United States of America (USA)  

As the country with the most overall number of cyber-a+acks, the USA has dealt with many issues in 

rela:on to aiming to prevent these cyber-a+acks. Over the past 16 years, the USA has had a total of 156 

(known) cyber-a+acks on cri:cal infrastructure (Ang). There are mul:ple accounts of cyber-a+acks in the 

USA some of which included terrorists hacking into The Pentagon (where the majority of USA classified 

governmental informa:on is stored). Over the past 50 years, US networks have been a target for a+acks by 

hackers and terrorists (Chadd). This however also means that the USA has a lot of experience with 

cybera+acks and is doing all that it can to prevent future ones. The US has done quite a lot in order to 

ensure that their ci:zens are aware of the risks of cyber-a+acks on them as individuals as well as 

businesses, which means that they as a na:on are aware of the great dangers that these a+acks pose (from 
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experience). Most recently, the US government has employed a new cyber security strategy, which aims to 

protect cri:cal infrastructures, and collaborate with other na:ons and businesses to counter threats to their 

digital systems, in March 2023 and have thus far prevented any dangerous cyber-a+acks on cri:cal 

infrastructure (Joshi and Dobrygowski). In this regard, the USA should be taken as an example of what can 

be accomplished with the right steps. However, despite these security strategies, the US has also in the past 

hacked into other na:ons cri:cal infrastructures in order to gain informa:on, such as in 1982 where the CIA 

caused a massive explosion in the Siberian pipeline due to deliberately tampering with its sodware (Keefe). 

This should be taken into account when looking at the US for aid. While the na:on does know a lot about 

cyber-a+acks, they have, in some instances, misused this informa:on. Overall, the USA has a large amount 

of knowledge about terrorist cyber-a+acks, and should most definitely be consulted in any strategies and 

policies created for preven:ng these a+acks in the future.  

  

United Na/ons Office on Counter-Terrorism (UNOCT)  

  Similarly to the UNODC, the UNOCT aims to prevent any terrorist a+acks, including any terrorist 

a+acks, including those digitally. While they do not focus on terrorist cyber-a+acks, they have the same aim 

as na:ons in the UNODC and should therefore be considered when crea:ng a resolu:on on the issue at 

hand. The UNOCT is part of the General Assembly and its main aim is to “enhance coherence” across the 

world in security against terrorism ("Cybersecurity and New Technologies"). The UNOCT has many strategies 

such as annual reports, enhancing the capaci:es of na:ons to prevent cyber-a+acks, and strengthening the 

capaci:es of law enforcement in the area of digital crime ("Cybersecurity and New Technologies"). Their 

strategies have been thus far effec:ve in preven:ng many a+ackers from entering and destroying cri:cal 

infrastructures, and should therefore be included in poten:al solu:ons in the Office’s resolu:ons.   

  

  

Possible Solu*ons  

  

The largest problem with the current approach to cybersecurity and therefore also preven:ng 

cyber-a+acks, is that the current coordinated efforts and sodwares that prevent/minimize cyber-a+acks are 

privately owned, meaning that they may stop businesses from being affected, but countries and cri:cal 

infrastructure is not protected (Rosencrance). For this reason, it is crucial that na:on leaders of address the 

gaps in cybersecurity in their infrastructures and take steps like crea:ng policies or protocols to modernize 

their IT and OT systems (Rosencrance). For example, the European Union published cybersecurity guidelines 

in 2020, which focused on cri:cal infrastructure and industries had a strict set of regula:ons they must 

follow in regards to protec:on of them (Rosencrance). Similar guidelines can be implemented worldwide, 
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with more elabora:on to help prevent terrorist cyber-a+acks. This is however easier said than done, as 

some na:ons have larger priori:es than cybersecurity. Precisely for this reason should delegates aim to aid 

those countries who are not as mindful of their cybersecurity, to achieve worldwide cybersecurity in all 

na:ons of the Office.   

  Another method of preven:ng terrorist cyber-a+acks against cri:cal infrastructure is ensuring that 

these cri:cal infrastructures are as protected as possible (Rosencrance). This can either be done through 

implemen:ng regular cybersecurity checks and ensuring that all cri:cal infrastructures are up to date on the 

most recent cybersecurity possible. Oden:mes not all infrastructures’ security is updated, resul:ng in a 

weakened line of defense that terrorists and hackers can more easily get into. For this reason, your solu:on 

should include checking up on the cybersecurity of all cri:cal infrastructures. Especially if these regular 

checkups would mean that more modern cybersecurity is achieved. Many governments have scien:sts and 

technology specialists who are working towards safer computer networks for their governments. If these 

efforts were to be worldwide they would be much faster and much more effec:ve. Expanding efforts for 

security in cri:cal infrastructure on a worldwide scale would be beneficial to all na:ons, and would 

therefore pose a good solu:on to the topic at hand.  

  It is also crucial that workers in cri:cal infrastructures are trained in case a cyber-a+ack occurs. 

Regular training would provide knowledge for emergency situa:ons, so that if infrastructures were 

a+acked, then there is a larger chance that they are not as damaged, if workers know what to do in the 

event of a cyber-a+ack. Having an organiza:on in these infrastructures is further beneficial, as then, 

technology workers in these infrastructures would know where a+acks have occurred and therefore how to 

prevent them from breaking too much into the infrastructure (MacLeod). Organiza:on would also allow for 

the simplifica:on of the computer networks in cri:cal infrastructures, meaning that specialists could be+er 

understand and also protect these networks from being a+acked.  

  Lastly, it is important that governments recognize the importance of cybersecurity in their countries, 

as without this, any efforts for cybersecurity would be pointless. Poli:cians need to be made aware of the 

threats that terrorist cyber-a+acks pose, to best protect their infrastructures from them. This could be 

achieved through regular governmental mee:ngs on the issue of cybersecurity, or even regular mee:ngs 

within the United Na:ons on the issue in the Office of Counter-Terrorism for example ("Cybersecurity and 

New Technologies"). That way, all na:ons would be involved, as in reality, no na:on wants to be affected by 

terrorist cyber-a+acks, and working together for cybersecurity would be the best way for na:ons to share 

their resources and security tac:cs (even though some may be against this, which delegates should 

consider).  
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